
 
 
Justick™ at a glance... 

 
Justick products incorporate award winning, patented, electro-adhesion 
technology and therefore requires NO pins, tape, glue, magnets or any type of 
adhesive to secure documents and display materials – just science...    
 
Justick offers high end products of superior quality and design to enhance your 
environment while increasing your efficiency and productivity with numerous 
benefits over conventional methods. 
 
Unlike most fabric, cork and white boards our range of products will blend into 
various professional, business, teaching and public environments with unrivalled 
functionality. 
 
 
Display | Organize 
 
Justick products are the ultimate tools to keep your workspace neat and 
organized. Keep your reminders, notices and important information in view 
making sure that you never forget that all important tasks.    
 
Documents, planners etc can simply and easily be placed and removed without 
the hassles associated with pins or magnets.   With the use of our Justick™ Tags 
it becomes easy to organize and label your work and tasks.   
 
Interact | Communicate | Teach 
 
Justick products have proven to be great for teaching, planning and 
collaborating.    
 
Our interactive whiteboard solution in particular offers the user the option to 
interact with displays, illustrations, planning templates, training materials, etc., 
behind the Clear View Dry Erase Overlay – a quick snap with a smart phone and 
your ideas could be shared with the world.    
These whiteboards can also be customized to suite your organizational needs by 
using templates which can be downloaded and easily placed behind the Clear 



View Dry Erase Overlay. Simply lift the Clear View Dry Erase Overlay, place the 
template...and you are ready to go!   
 
Solutions 
 
Whatever your needs are, Justick offers a wide range of solutions to convey 
messages and information to your target audience without the complex methods 
associated with changing and securing display materials.  
 
No more frames to be clipped open, posters moving around or bulging. Justick 
will lead to significant savings on printing costs as objects are attracted over its 
entire surface thus eliminating the need to use expensive materials or thick 
carton to ensure a quality presentation.   
 
Frequently asked Questions:  
 
 
1.     Does the Justick surface collect dust? - Like on any other surface dust will 
collect. The Justick surface does not attract dust, however dust that settles on 
the surface of a Justick board will remain and may resemble a pattern. A dirty 
surface can affect the functionality so make sure to clean your boards when 
necessary. 
 
2.     How do I clean my Justick board? - Adhesion can be affected by a dirty 
surface. Remove the batteries and wipe the board with a dry cloth or damp cloth 
without the use of chemicals. A microfiber cloth is ideal for wiping the surface. To 
- adhesion will return to normal after a few minutes after replacing the batteries. 
 
3.     Life Expectancy? - The Justick products are manufactured using top quality 
materials and strict QC processes that will survive the expected environmental 
conditions, as well as wear and tear through use in order to provide many years 
of functionality. Although the Justick surface is made of durable materials, avoid 
using sharp objects from cutting, puncturing or scarring the surface.  
 
4.     Warranty? – Our products carry a standard 2-year warranty. 
 
5.     Can the boards be harmful? - The Justick technology is safe and has ETL, 
CE and CB certification. The design and patents cover critical aspects of safety 
to ensure that it is not harmful. It is however important to follow the normal 
precautions with regards to installations where mains electricity is being used to 
power the unit. Follow instructions and disconnect from mains before cleaning 
the Justick surface. 
 
6.     Battery Life? – Justick products are optimally efficient with regards to energy 
consumption and uses less than 0,25mA! On battery power (alkaline) only the 
unit will operate continuously for up to 9 (nine) months and longer depending on 
the model. Batteries available on the market differ greatly and Justick suggest 
using alkaline batteries for ultimate performance. When mains power is used the 
batteries are left on standby and battery life is considerably longer as it is only 



used during the time the power is off. Environmental friendly / rechargeable 
batteries can be used on all our products. 
 
7.     Environmental friendly? -  Justick products are super energy efficient  
and battery consumption is less than 0,25mA. Most of our materials are 
recyclable and unlike regular corkboards no trees are harmed in the process. 
Rechargeable batteries can be used to operate the Justick boards. 
 
8.     What happens when the external power goes off? - All Justick products are 
designed to operate off batteries or mains power. When mains power is used, the 
batteries act as a back up. Whenever the mains power goes off, the battery 
power is used and products will function as normal. 
 
9.     How do I know when the battery is flat? - A warning light will start flashing 
about 2 weeks before the battery power runs out giving the user enough time to 
change the batteries. 
 
10.   Is the battery rechargeable? - The Justick products do not recharge the 
battery, although rechargeable batteries can be used. Future designs may 
include rechargeable, AAA as well as solar options. 
 
11.   Can I leave it outside? - The Justick surface is primarily designed for indoor 
usage. Although it will function outdoors various conditions such as heat, 
humidity, rain and wind can affect the functionality. 
 
12.   What happens when it gets wet/high humidity? - Justick is designed to 
operate in humid conditions. If the Justick surface is wet it will affect the adhesion 
performance. More specifically, adhesion will be affected if any object such as 
paper becomes excessively damp. 
 
13.   What is the effect on CD’s or Credit Cards? - Justick will not damage CD’s, 
Credit Cards and their data. Justick provides an electro-adhesion force, which is 
a Non-Magnetic, and Non-invasive force, which holds flat, objects evenly and 
firmly across its entire surface without damaging them at all. 
 
14.   What will stick on a Justick board? – Any material, paper or objects with a 
flat surface will stick to Justick. Certain plastics and damp materials will not 
adhere efficiently to the surface. 
 
15.   What various options is the Justick surface available in? – The Justick 
surface is currently available in either a matte black surface, or a white matte 
surface. Other colors will be available soon! 
 
16.  What about non-standard/custom products? – We prefer to keep to our 
standard catalogue but custom orders can be considered based on MOQ. 
 
 
 
 
 



Advantages 
 
No need for pins, glue, tapes or magnets 
 
Next-generation award-winning technology 
 
Simple and easy to place and organize your display materials and    documents 
 
Attracts objects over the entire surface, ensuring superior presentation quality 
 
Save on printing costs of advertising materials and documents 
 
No damage to the display material/items 
 
Justick Whiteboards offers interactive triple-function due to the Clear View Dry 
Erase Overlay 
 
Non-tacky and easy to clean with no staining or ghosting on the whiteboard 
overlay 
 
Battery or AC powered 
 
 
 
 
Superior quality products to revolutionize your world. 
 
So why compromise? It’s Justick… Just science!  


